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I. Introduction



Abstract – Water, computers, electricity, and “junkyard” materials are a combination enough to frighten many people. However, the benefits of this marriage are great enough to quell any fears. Water is more efficient in removing heat from a computer’s processor than the typical air-cooling mechanisms of most personal computers. Using recycled materials makes computer water-cooling a possible solution to the problem of heatspewing processors.



Research Topic Selection – Electronic component life and temperature have been shown to be directly proportional. Thus, an electronic device running in a cool environment will last much longer than the same device operating in a warm environment. With this knowledge I began spending a considerable time testing and comparing computer processor heat sinks and their cooling ability, searching for the most effective cooling mechanism. I was also curious about less conventional methods of processor cooling. Refrigerants are frowned upon environmentally, condensation is a difficulty resulting from peltiercooling, propane is explosive, and liquid nitrogen is non-recyclable and requires an extreme amount of safety measures. Water was chosen as the cooling medium because it is inexpensive, readily available, and relatively easy to control. There are a variety of methods applicable to cooling water effectively (and thus cooling the processor) such as an evaporator, a radiator, or a water chiller, and each method has
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its benefits and hurdles. Realizing the potential of these peculiar devices to become conventional computer-coolers, I have chosen to study computer water-cooling.



Purpose – The purpose of this experiment is to develop a computer water-cooling system using as many easily acquired, recycled parts as possible.



Hypothesis – All of the water-cooling devices will cool the processor to a lower temperature than the air-cooling device.



Rationale – This experiment is important because it researches the basis of water-cooling computers using recycled materials. It compares several of these cooling devices to standard (and relatively conventional) air-cooling methods. Current market processors, such as the AMD Athlon XP or the Pentium IV, operate at very high temperatures. In order to have an extensive and effective life span, these devices must be cooled. However, fan and heat sink combinations (also known as air-cooling) are becoming less and less capable of meeting the heat dissipation requirements. The computer industry is beginning to search for alternatives and water-cooling could be a focus.
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II. Experiment



Pre-Experiment Methodology -As a result of researching the water-cooling topic for several months I designed a prototype cooling device, which included diagrams, a materials list, and a list of potential advisors. After realizing the huge cost of the materials, I decided to build my prototype based on “junkyard” pieces and donations. I made an extensive list of potential donors and developed a contact letter with a general overview of what I was trying to accomplish. While waiting for replies from various companies, I searched for used parts (such as pumps, radiators, automotive heater cores, and a refrigerator) in my neighborhood and local junkyards. I began to receive emails from company representatives asking questions about my project. With little exception I received more than everything I needed! Without the assistance of these individuals it would have been financially unfeasible to acquire the necessary materials. My school’s physics, chemistry, math, and computer teachers offered their input with any questions I had, such as how to lay out the data tables or where to find a certain component. My science advisor, of course, played a continuing role! Next, I built my prototype cooling device using a dehumidifier radiator (from junkyard) and tested it on my home computer. The test proved that a processor could be cooled using this technique. (I borrowed a used MGB heater core that served the same purpose as the dehumidifier radiator.) My junkyard mini-fridge was the next to be modified into a cooler. I drilled two parallel 1.9 cm holes through the wall of the refrigerator. These holes allowed me to run two water lines into and out of the
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refrigerator using brass fittings. The radiator was placed inside the refrigerator and the flexible Tygon tubing was attached to the Rio 2100 water pump and Tupperware reservoir also located inside the refrigerator. The temperature of the refrigerator hovered near 10°C. The Tygon tubing was connected to a waterblock located outside of the refrigerator, clamped onto the processor. (Note: the computer components were removed from the case and I built a framework from plastic K’Nex. This framework allowed me access to all of the components.) The purpose of the copper Swiftech waterblock is to absorb the heat from the processor. The highly conductive copper base plate is placed directly on top of the processor die (the hot part!). The interface between the die and the base plate is improved with the use of Arctic Silver 3 thermal compound. This compound fills in the microscopic gaps and valleys of these two components, thus increasing heat transfer. Cool water rushes over the base plate, absorbs the heat, and flows out of the waterblock, through the tubing, into the refrigerated radiator. The water is chilled, flows into the Tupperware reservoir, and is then pumped back into the waterblock. The cycle repeats. The next cooling device I built for comparison was the “evaporator”. It consists of two pieces of straight PVC pipe and one “Y” totaling a one-meter overall height and 10 cm width PVC pipe standing upright. After the water exits the processor, the water travels to the top of the evaporator. There, the water goes through a watering can sprinkler head that breaks the stream of water into fine droplets. By creating droplets, the water’s surface area is increased causing more efficient evaporation, thus removing the heat held by the water from the processor. The water trickles down the pipe into the reservoir where it is pumped to the processor and the sequence repeats.
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Experiment (Trial) Methodology -In order to compare the cooling ability of the radiator (see Photo 3, below), the radiator-fridge combination (see Photo 4), the heater core (see Photo 1), the heater core-fridge combination (see Photo 2), and the evaporator (see Photo 5), it was necessary to monitor the computer’s central processing unit (CPU) temperature. I chose an AMD Athlon XP 1800+ as the processor because of the relatively large amount of heat it creates (up to 70 watts) and because it contains a temperature diode imbedded inside the processor accurate to 1°C. A processor’s temperature changes depending on its percent of “load”. A processor’s load can be likened to the human body. When the human body is sleeping, or “idle” (0% load), its body temperature is at its lowest. However, when the human body is exercising, or under “full load” (100% load), its temperature rises considerably until it reaches a plateau. Simply, a processor’s temperature is low at idle and high at full load. Therefore, it was necessary to test each cooling device’s cooling ability when the processor is idle and when it is under full load. Through testing I found that the processor temperature reaches a plateau within 15 minutes and ordinarily hovers near the temperature reached at the end of 15 minutes. Therefore, I made each cooling device trial consist of a 15-minute session of an idle processor and another 15-minute session of a full load processor. Also, running five trials per cooling device gives an accurate view of the device’s cooling ability. The control for the experiment was a heat sink and fan combination (an aircooling device) (see Photo 6) and the variables were the five different water-cooling
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devices. The same waterblock (see Photo 7) was used for all of the water-cooling devices. (Comment: to obtain additional data for future reference regarding the watercooling devices, the tubing temperature was being monitored through the use of thermometers placed in three different locations using “T” splitters. Placement included entering and exiting the waterblock and exiting the cooling device.) Trial procedure: 1. Attach cooling device to CPU and make sure device is working correctly. 2. Record room temperature using Acu-Rite indoor/outdoor thermometer. 3. Turn on computer and begin 15-minute timer. 4. Immediately enter CMOS (DELETE key). 5. Go to PC HEALTH STATUS and record CPU temperature every 2.5 minutes. (If water-cooling device is being tested, supplementary cooling data can be retrieved by reading water line temperatures every 5.0 minutes throughout entire test.) 6. After completion of 15 minute “idle” test, exit CMOS and allow the operating system (Windows ME) to boot completely. Begin “full load” test using CPU STABILITY TEST program and begin 15-minute timer. 7. Record CPU temperature every 2.5 minutes for 15.0 minutes using MOTHERBOARD MONITOR program. (Again, supplementary cooling data can be retrieved if water-cooling device is being tested by reading the water line temperatures every 5.0 minutes.)
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8. After completion of 15-minute “full load” test, turn off system and allow computer to cool for 20.0 minutes. 9. Repeat Steps 1-8. Photo 1



Photo 2



MGB heater core (non-refrigerated)



MGB heater core in the refrigerator



Photo 3



Photo 4



Dehumidifier radiator (non-refrigerated)



Dehumidifier radiator in the refrigerator
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Photo 5



Photo 6



Evaporator



Heat sink and fan



Photo 7



Waterblock
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Coefficient Method – Due to the amount of data, the number of trials, etc., reading the original comparison table was difficult. In order to simplify the data presentation, the area under the curve of the graphed data was used. I devised the following procedure: 1. Create data table from CPU temperature readings. (Fig. 1) Fig. 1 Trial 1 (°C) 27 30 32 33 34 34 34



Start – CPU Idle 2.5 minutes 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 Start – CPU Full Load 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0



34 35 35 35 35 35 36



2. Graph data as Temperature vs. Time. (Fig. 2)
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Fig. 2 Processor Temperature vs. Time Control Trial 1



Processor Temperature (*C)
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3. Divide the area under each pair of data points into a trapezoid. Use the formula A=(a+b)/(2h). In Fig. 3 the area of the third pair of data points has been shaded. Fig. 3



4. Calculate area for pair of points. A=(32+33)/(2*2.5)=13.0
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5. Repeat Steps 3-4 for other six pairs of CPU Idle data. 6. Calculate average area of all seven pairs. Average equals “Idle Coefficient (CoI)”. (pair 1 area + pair 2 area + … + pair 6 area)/6 = CoI 7. Repeat Steps 2-6 for CPU Full Load data to find “Full Load Coefficient (CoF)”. 8. The original data table (Fig. 1) has now been condensed (Fig. 4). Fig. 4 CoI CoF



Trial 1 12.9 14.0



(Please note that 12.9 and 14.0 are not temperatures. CoI = 12.9 is the average of the area under the curve of the CPU Idle data plotted on the graph. CoF = 14.0 is the average of the area under the curve of the CPU Full Load data plotted on the graph.) When comparing the coefficients with other trials and other cooling devices a question comes to mind: Does a lower number mean a device cools better? Yes, because the device that keeps the CPU cooler will show data that has lower temperatures. Therefore, when the data is graphed, the cooler temperatures will result in a lesser area under the curve of the data line. Due to the complexities and the length of time needed to calculate the areas under the graphed data curve, it was necessary to develop a “formula table” that would quickly calculate the CoI, CoF, ∆Co, and the data averages. Though space does not allow for all of the formula tables to be included, the following table (Fig. 5) is a working example of one of the many used in the experiment. The calculating formulas are included.
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Fig. 5



Example formula table



III. Discussion



Outcomes – To efficiently present the data tables, an “Idle Coefficient (CoI)” and a “Full Load Coefficient (CoF)” were developed which summarize the data most concisely. (See “II. Experiment – Coefficient Method” section above for more information.) The following
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data tables are not temperature readings. Raw (non-coefficient) temperature data can be viewed in the Project Data Book.



Standard Deviation (SD) 0.312 0.346



Control



Trial 1



Trial 2



Trial 3



Trial 4



Trial 5



Average



CoI CoF ∆Co



12.9 14.0 1.1 Trial 1 11.2 13.8 2.6



12.7 14.3 1.6 Trial 2 11.1 13.6 2.5



12.7 14.7 2.0 Trial 3 11.8 14.0 2.2



13.0 14.9 1.9 Trial 4 11.2 14.0 2.8



12.1 14.1 2.0 Trial 5 11.5 13.9 2.4



12.7 14.4 1.7 Average 11.4 13.9 2.5



Trial 1



Trial 2



Trial 3



Trial 4



Trial 5



Average



SD



11.2 13.4 2.2 Trial 1 11.7 14.3 2.6



10.3 12.5 2.2 Trial 2 11.1 13.8 2.7



10.7 12.8 2.1 Trial 3 11.5 14.0 2.5



10.3 12.5 2.3 Trial 4 11.8 14.2 2.4



10.8 12.8 2.0 Trial 5 12.0 14.3 2.3



10.6 12.8 2.2 Average 11.6 14.1 2.5



0.338 0.329



Trial 1



Trial 2



Trial 3



Trial 4



Trial 5



Average



SD



11.2 13.6 2.4 Trial 1 10.8 12.6 1.8



10.6 13.1 2.5 Trial 2 10.2 11.9 1.7



10.1 12.8 2.7 Trial 3 10.7 12.3 1.6



11.0 13.3 2.3 Trial 4 11.3 12.9 1.6



11.2 13.4 2.2 Trial 5 10.9 12.8 1.9



10.8 13.2 2.4 Average 10.8 12.5 1.7



0.421 0.273



Radiator



CoI CoF ∆Co Radiator in Refrigerator



CoI CoF ∆Co Heater Core



CoI CoF ∆Co Heater Core in Refrigerator



CoI CoF ∆Co Evaporator



CoI CoF ∆Co



SD 0.258 0.150



SD 0.306 0.194



SD 0.354 0.363



The above data table contains all of the coefficient values for the six cooling devices. The ∆Co, average CoI and CoF, and the standard deviation results are also given. The average CoI and CoF for each cooling device is the best method for comparison among the group because the average values are the most “realistic,” i.e. 13



the average values are most likely to come up again and again with repeated experiments as contrasted with the lowest values or the highest values.



The graph visualizes the differences in coefficient values for each of the cooling devices tested. The first point represents the average CoI value for each of the six cooling devices. The second point represents the average CoF value for the six cooling devices. The line connecting the first point to the second point represents the average ∆Co for that device. The orange line (Evaporator) and the blue line (Radiator in Fridge) have the lowest CoI and CoF values. However, the orange line is slightly lower than the blue line, which can be interpreted as keeping the CPU at the lower average temperature.
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Possible Error and Uncontrollable Events – A source of error in this experiment may be found in the time allowed between each trial for the cooling devices. Upon completion of each trial, the computer and cooling systems were allowed a twenty-minute cool-down period. After this period, the next trial would begin. However, the twenty-minute “break” period may not be sufficient for the processor, heat sink, or water system to completely rid themselves of all extra heat. It was noticed that the first trial of the day had a lower temperature than the progressive trials’ temperature readings. This “first trial anomaly” is thought to have occurred because the computer and cooling system had an entire previous night to reach equilibrium with the room air temperature whereas the other trials did not benefit from this. If I were to repeat the experiment I would create a fan manifold for the heater core and the radiator because the lack of air movement during the trials of these devices may have created an unfair situation. The heater core and the radiator were designed to have fans blowing or pulling air through their fins to help remove heat from the system. I think the addition of fans to these two devices would greatly enhance their cooling abilities.



IV. Conclusion The data shows that the evaporator and the refrigerated dehumidifier radiator both cool the AMD Athlon XP 1800+ processor better than the other devices. However, these two water-cooling systems have coefficients that are very close. The refrigerated radiator has a lower CoI than the evaporator, a difference of 0.2, and the evaporator has
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a lower CoF than the refrigerated radiator, a difference of 0.3. The evaporator proves to keep the processor the coolest overall. Interestingly, the refrigerated dehumidifier radiator and the refrigerated MGB heater core were the second and third best cooling devices, respectively. This close lineup of the two refrigerated systems indicates that the refrigerator is a particularly good choice for effective cooling. The cooling abilities of the unassisted (non-refrigerated) radiator and heater core were similar, though the radiator cooled the CPU more than the heater core with refrigeration and without. This may be caused by the radiator’s thinner structure and larger surface area. The control demonstrated the disadvantages of air-cooling – it was the least effective cooling device. Though water-cooling has shown to be more effective at cooling a processor than air-cooling, the method is not yet ready for placement in a home or office environment. The cooling system requires too much space and effort for a typical computer user. However, in my opinion, water-cooling would definitely be a consideration I were to develop a cooling system for a large server farm. Special watercooling pipes could be laid in the walls of the server building with quick-connect fittings. Computers equipped with a waterblock and tubing could plug directly into the fittings located on the wall. The computer would be instantly linked into the water-cooling system. This vast water-cooling system could be cooled by conventional methods and recycle its water. Also, location-specific methods should be investigated. Geothermal deposits that constantly emit cool water could be tapped and a constant supply of fresh cooling water would feed the system.
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